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Rule-Making Actions:  Item Statements  
 

(Amend)  
Amend 441—Chapter 12 as follows: 
Amend 441—Chapter 12, title, as follows: 
Amend 441—Chapter 12, preamble, as follows: 
Amend 441—Chapter 12, Division I, preamble, as follows: 
Amend 441—Chapter 12, implementation sentence, as follows: 
Amend rule 701—71.18(441) as follows: 
Amend rule 701—82.2(453A), introductory paragraph1, as follows: 
Amend rule 571—105.2(481A), definition of “x,” (definitions of “x” and “xx,” or definitions of “x,” “xx” and                     
“xxx,” etc.) as follows:   
Amend subrule 10.2(1) as follows: 
Amend subrule 52.27(2), introductory paragraph, as follows: 
Amend paragraph 7.14(1)“b” as follows: 
Amend paragraph 9.6(4)“d,” introductory paragraph, as follows: 
Amend subparagraph 75.12(4)“c”(3) as follows: 
Amend subparagraph 58.18(2)“b”(3), introductory paragraph, as follows: 
2Amend renumbered rule 282—14.113(272) as follows:  
Amend relettered paragraph 108.4(2)“d” as follows: 
 
(Adopt new) 
Adopt the following new 351—Chapter 1: 
Adopt the following new rule 571—2.2(455A): 
Adopt the following new subrule 3.15(4): 
Adopt the following new paragraph 3.16(2)“c”: 
Adopt the following new subparagraph 4.12(3)“d”(4): 
Adopt the following new definition of “x” (definitions of “x” and “xx” or definitions of “x,” “xx” and “xxx” 
etc.) in rule 571—105.2(481A): 
 
(Rescind and reserve) 
Rescind and reserve 199—Chapter 28. 
Rescind and reserve rule 282—14.113(272). 
Rescind and reserve subrule 5.17(1). 
Rescind and reserve paragraph 36.4(2)“a.” 
Rescind and reserve subparagraph 31.4(3)“b”(1). 
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(Rescind and adopt new) 
Rescind 199—Chapter 22 and adopt the following new chapter in lieu thereof: 
Rescind rule 661—3.10(17A,331) and adopt the following new rule in lieu thereof: 
Rescind subrule 13.9(1) and adopt the following new subrule in lieu thereof: 
Rescind paragraph 24.1(6)“a” and adopt the following new paragraph in lieu thereof: 
Rescind subparagraph 18.5(3)“d”(1) and adopt the following new subparagraph in lieu thereof:  
 
(Rescind) 
Rescind the definition of “x” (definitions of “x” and “xx” or definitions of “x,” “xx” and “xxx” etc.) in rule 
571—105.2(481A). 
 
(Rescind/renumber (or reletter)) (two separate item statements required) 
a. Rescind a rule (subrule, paragraph or subparagraph). (first item) 
b. Renumber (or reletter in the case of a paragraph) the remaining ones. (next item) 
Examples: 
a. Rescind rule 282—14.113(272). 
b. Renumber rules 282—14.114(272) to 282—14.116(272) as 282—14.113(272) to 282—14.115(272). 
 
(Renumber (or reletter)/adopt new) (two separate item statements required) 
a. Renumber (or reletter in the case of a paragraph) existing rules, subrules, subparagraphs. (first item) 
b. Adopt the new one(s). (next item) 
Examples: 
a. Renumber rules 282—14.113(272) to 282—14.115(272) as 282—14.114(272) to 282—14.116(272). 
b. Adopt the following new rule 282—14.113(272):  
 
(Strike and insert) 
Strike “xxxxx” wherever it appears in 441—Chapter 4 and insert “yyyyyy” in lieu thereof. 
Strike “xxxxx” wherever it appears in rule 441—75.6(249A) and insert “yyyyyy” in lieu thereof. 
 
 
1 Or another fragment, such as catchwords, a parenthetical implementation statute, a specific unnumbered paragraph, or 
rule implementation sentence, may be inserted here. 
2 Also applies to renumbered subrules and subparagraphs. 

Note:  For assistance in drafting other types of item statements, please telephone the Administrative Code staff 
at 515.281.3355. 


